
Notes from meeting with Bluestone Planning, 10 a.m. 5th February 2020, held at Suite 5, 
Enterprise Centre, Buildings 41/41, Shrivenham 100 Business Park, Majors Road, 
Watchfield. SN6 8TZ 

Present: Jeremy Flawn (Bluestone Planning); Sharon Brentnall (Bluestone Planning); Sue 
Cocker (LNDP); Bruce Laurie (LNDP) Peter Penfold (LNDP) 

Housing: The numbers on the Housing Needs Register and Sovereign’s demand and 
supply list would be useful. Local information is better than Office of National Statistics 
figures, which tend to be out of date. ONS needs to be checked. ACOM report needed. This 
to be forwarded to Sharon, so she can check the details of preparing a package for a more 
detailed Housing Needs Assessment. 

Employment: An assessment of employment in the Parish is needed. Evidence/information 
for this can be gathered via online Directories of employers/businesses; West Berkshire’s 
information on economic development and Policy CS9; the Valuation Office Agency (this 
does not include home workers). The SQW Report on the racing industry is important 
evidence. 
A policy on home working should be considered. 
When considering employment/business, associated trades and the implications of a cluster 
of supporting businesses are important. (Particularly racing, but may apply to other 
employers). 
A questionnaire for employers needs to be devised, to tie in with our framework, which 
should show the reasons for both including and dismissing factors. 
(Liskeard’s Employment Report, whilst much larger than ours will be, is a good example of 
what is needed.) 

Green Spaces: When looking at green spaces, we do not have to necessarily think of large 
tracts of land. Small, valued spaces can be designated. Jeremy promised, and has now 
sent, some helpful documents relating to town and village greens, local green spaces, 
landscape designations and playing fields. Some of these are very small whilst others are 
more extensive. There are issues with consent from landowners, but the Humpty Hill, 
Faringdon case is encouraging. {Jeremy sent relevant documents to SC, BL & PP on 5 
Feb.}. Each site will need a SWOT analysis. Looking at sites in the Parish, Sharon 
suggested getting volunteers to survey the river (from publicly visible viewpoints) and use 
this as a basis for creating separate policies for different sections of the river. Cycle paths 
would fit with a policy to improve connectivity and might form the basis for a S106/CiL 
project. The situation of the Sports Club and school should be investigated, to see how their 
green space might be protected. Important views should be indentified and marked with 
arrows showing view and viewpoint. The Old Cricket Field and the Parish Council’s 
Recreation ground in Mill Lane could both be designated Playing Fields or Village Greens. 

Landscape Character Assessment: This will need to be done professionally. BP can 
suggest consultants (e.g. Lepus Consulting, based in Cheltenham) and Sharon can cover 
aspects of the built environment. Previous plans and reports would be useful evidence and 
volunteers can help e.g. by identifying native species. Jeremy and Sharon assumed we 
would have to apply for funding for this work, so the timetable they suggested was based on 
not having the money until April. They suggested that by mid March we should have 
contacted West Berkshire and the AONB to agree the scope of the assessment. The 



contract to be awarded late April and the assessment itself to be done over about 8 weeks, 
ending in July. {Jeremy’s rough estimate of the cost, depending on what needed to be done, 
is £5,000 - £6,000 + VAT} 

Character Appraisal: We can do this ourselves, with assistance from Sharon. She 
suggested dividing up the Parish between volunteers. She is willing to give a workshop on 
how to do the Appraisal. Things to consider/include/gather evidence on: the evolution of the 
settlements over time; an analysis of changes; how to go forward without damaging the 
character of the Parish; integration of settlements and landscape (especially at the edges of 
settlements); links to the LCA; photographs and descriptions of every street; drone/aerial 
footage to show context of settlements; Conservation Areas (involve Conservation Officers); 
use of specific local knowledge (e.g. bluebell woods; source of river) 

General points:  
Gather evidence of each stage of the process of making the Plan e.g. a narrative of 
consultation; how questionnaire publicised, distributed, collected. This all goes into the 
evidence base. 
Check GDPR. Keeping personal data secure can be difficult when using volunteers. 
Community aspirations: Can be noted in Plan. 

Summary of actions:  
ACOM report to BP as soon as it arrives: LNDP 
Analysis of Residents’ Questionnaire to BP: LNDP 
Organise volunteers and leaders to complete Character Appraisal: LNDP 
Guidance on Green Space options: BP (received) 
Draft outline for Landscape Character Assessment contractor: BP 
 

Meeting closed: 11.50am 

 

 

 

 

 

 


